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Abstract—An enhanced IEEE 802.11 Inter-Access Point Protocol (IAPP) is proposed to provide a unified solution for both intra and

intersubnet handoff processes. The proposed enhancement relies on the access point’s (AP’s) interoperability with other APs,

provided by the IP-based IAPP, so as to enable the intra and intersubnet link-layer frame buffering-and-forwarding. This enhancement

not only eliminates frame losses during an intrasubnet handoff but, more importantly, realizes loss-free, fast intersubnet handoffs

without modifying the IP-mobility protocols such as Mobile IP. Our ns-2-based simulation results show that the intersubnet handoff

process is transparent to the mobile host’s TCP session. Moreover, the enhanced IAPP supports higher user mobility and achieves a

higher TCP throughput—up to 50 percent improvement over the original IAPP.

Index Terms—Mobile IP, IEEE 802.11 wireless LAN, fast/smooth handoff, TCP performance.
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1 INTRODUCTION

THE explosive growth in demands for wireless services
and applications has ignited extensive research into

wireless network architectures and protocols. Two key
focuses of these research efforts are to: 1) provide a sufficient
transmission capacity for bandwidth-demanding applica-
tions and 2) provide seamless connections for mobile hosts.
Although the transmission capacity has been improved from
a kbps range to a Mbps range over the last decade,
realization of seamless connections has been hindered by
inevitable handoffs resulting from user mobility.

A handoff occurs when a mobile host moves from its
current radio access cell/network to a new one. During a
handoff, the mobile host cannot send or receive any data
since the current connection (i.e., a link between a mobile
host and its previous wireless AP) has been torn down and
the connection with the new AP has not yet been
established. This “blackout” time interval is referred to as
handoff latency and ranges from hundreds of milliseconds to
several seconds, depending on the type of a handoff. In
general, there are two types of handoffs: intra and
intersubnet handoffs. In an intrasubnet handoff, the APs
involved in that handoff reside in the same IP subnet. A
mobile host only needs to establish a link-layer connection
(with the new AP) without modifying its IP address.
Therefore, an intrasubnet handoff is also referred to as a
link-layer or layer-2 handoff. A typical example of intrasubnet
handoff occurs when a wireless station moves across
between two APs of an IEEE 802.11 wireless LAN [1]. In
an intersubnet handoff, the APs involved in that handoff
reside in two different IP subnets. A mobile host not only
needs to establish a link-layer connection (with the new AP)

as in an intrasubnet handoff, but also needs to obtain a new
IP address to maintain IP-layer reachability. Therefore, an
intersubnet handoff is also referred to as an IP-layer or
layer-3 handoff. Fig. 1 depicts these two types of handoffs
and the relation between them.

To facilitate the handoff process, beacons or router
advertisements are implemented in a variety of wireless
networks. For example, in an IEEE 802.11 wireless LAN, the
APs periodically broadcast beacon frames so that a mobile
host can use these beacons as an indication of whether or
not to initiate an intrasubnet handoff. In an IEEE 802.11
wireless LAN, the beacon interval is 100 milliseconds,
incurring a link-layer handoff latency of 100 � 450 milli-
seconds [2], [3]. For the case of Mobile IP [4], [5], access
routers (ARs) periodically broadcast router advertisements
which contain the subnet prefix information. A mobile host
can then determine if it has moved to a new IP subnet based
on the received advertisements and decide whether or not
to initiate an intersubnet handoff. The default advertise-
ment interval in Mobile IP is 1 second, incurring an IP-layer
handoff latency of up to 3 seconds.

Since a handoff latency of several seconds is unacceptable
for most delay-sensitive and loss-sensitive applications (e.g.,
TCP-based applications), numerous approaches have been
proposed to reduce the IP-layer handoff latency. An effective
approach is to take advantage of the link-layer handoff
process. Since an IP-layer handoff always starts with the
establishment of a link-layer connection, an ongoing link-
layer handoff is a good indication of a potential IP-layer
handoff. By using this link-layer indication, a mobile host
can initiate an IP-layer handoff much earlier than waiting for
the Mobile IP router advertisements, primarily because of
the relatively short link-layer handoff latency.

Many fast-handoff schemes have been developed based
on the link-layer handoff indication. For example, the fast
handoff protocols designed for Mobile IP networks rely on
these link-layer indications to expedite the Mobile IP
binding update process [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11]. Although
these schemes can reduce the IP-layer handoff latency,
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there exist some practical issues that need to be addressed
carefully. For example, in the “preregistration” fast hand-
off schemes [7], [8], it is assumed that link-layer indica-
tions are available before a link-layer handoff takes place.
Thus, protocol signaling for handoffs between the mobile
host and ARs can be completed prior to loss of con-
nectivity. A practical problem with this is that mobile
hosts usually cannot switch to different radio “channels”
(to locate new APs) while still maintaining the connection
with the old AP, unless the mobile host has multiple radio
interfaces [12] or the old AR has a priori knowledge of the
host’s next target AR.

The “postregistration” schemes in [7], [8], [13] seem more
practical in the sense that they only require link-layer
indications to be available after a link-layer handoff is
completed. However, they may cause false alarms since a
link-layer handoff is not necessarily followed by an IP-layer
handoff. Therefore, the mobile host or the AR must decide
whether or not to initiate the fast handoff procedure once it
receives these link-layer indications. The easiest approach
to this problem is to let the mobile host send out a Router
Solicitation packet whenever the mobile host receives a link-
layer handoff indication. However, the neighbor discovery
protocol [14] requires 1) a mobile host to randomly delay
the initial Router Solicitation1 and 2) an AR to randomly
delay the solicited Router Advertisement.2 These delays can
easily add up to significantly degrade the performance of
fast intersubnet handoff schemes. Another approach is to
include the subnet prefix or “IP identifier” of the AR in the
IEEE 802.11 beacon frame [15], so that a mobile host can
determine if it has moved to a new IP subnet directly by
examining the link-layer indication. The other approaches
require the new AR to establish a bidirectional edge tunnel
(BET) with the mobile host’s old AR [13], [16] or send an
unsolicited router advertisement to the mobile host, based
on mobile host’s IP identifier information provided in the
link-layer indication.

There exist other enhancements for the IP-layer handoff
which do not use link-layer indications. A handoff-dedi-
cated MAC-layer bridge has been used to facilitate IP-layer
handoffs [17]. The problem is that connecting two IP subnets
with a MAC bridge make them link-layer visible to each other
so that the intersubnet handoff problem does not even exist,
and it only works for the micromobility scenario. Some
IP-layer approaches such as hierarchical mobility agent [18],
[20], S-MIP [19], and HAWII [21] have also been proposed to
reduce the signaling delay for the micromobility scenario.
Some other approaches use a handoff-dedicated entity such
as “mailbox” to reduce the signaling delay [22] or use
caching agents to send solicited router advertisements more
promptly [23]. There also exist many multicast-based
approaches, such as [24], [25], [26], to reduce packet losses
during an intersubnet handoff. A potential problem is that
multicasting wastes more network resources and requires
tracking mechanisms or a priori information to determine
which ARs the packets should be multicast to.

In this paper, we propose a new handoff scheme based on
the IEEE 802.11f standard [27], also known as the Inter-
Access Point Protocol (IAPP). IAPP enables the IEEE 802.11
APs to communicate with each other and facilitates context
transfer for mobile hosts. By using IAPP, the reassociation/
reauthentication process is shortened and so is the link-layer
handoff latency. However, IAPP cannot prevent the link-
layer frame losses. To remedy this problem, we add a simple
but effective functionality— link-layer frame buffering-and-
forwarding—to the existing IAPP. Although one can
immediately benefit from the resulting loss-free link-layer
handoffs thanks to the proposed enhancement, our main
goal is to apply this enhanced IAPP to provide a uniform
handoff scheme with a low handoff latency and zero data
loss for both intra and intersubnet handoffs. The differences
between the proposed approach and the existing approaches
are summarized as follows:

1. Our approach achieves the same IP-layer handoff
latency as those using link-layer indications. More-
over, our scheme prevents frame losses during the
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Fig. 1. Intrasubnet (link-layer) and intersubnet (IP-layer) handoffs.

1. To alleviate congestion whih may occur when many hosts start
up on a link at the same time.

2. So a single advertisement can respond to multiple solicitations.



“believed-to-be-short-enough” link-layer handoff.
We will show via an implementation on a testbed
how link-layer frames get lost during a “fast” link-
layer handoff and how these losses degrade the
performance of higher-layer applications.

2. Because IAPP is essentially an IP-based protocol,
even cross-IP subnet frame-forwarding can be
handled by the APs using the IAPP. Therefore,
neither multicasting nor IP-layer buffering-and-for-
warding is needed for smooth IP-layer handoffs,
thus wasting less network resources.

3. Our approach uses a unform procedure—an IAPP-
based frame buffering-and-forwarding—for both
micro and macromobility scenarios, as compared to
the existing IP-layer schemes which use 1) regional/
local registration schemes for the micromobility
scenario and 2) original Mobile IP for the macro
mobility scenario. Therefore, the intelligence of
differentiating link and IP-layer handoffs is not
needed.

4. Because of items 1, 2, and 3, the Mobile IP remains
intact, and no additional IP-layer, handoff-dedicated
devices/agents are needed.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2,
we show via a testbed the frame-loss problems during a
link-layer handoff and discuss the consequence and
solutions to this problem. We introduce the current IAPP
and present the enhanced IAPP in Section 3. We also show
how both the link and IP-layer handoffs benefit from the
enhanced IAPP. We present the protocol details and discuss
the ns-2 simulation results in Section 4. Finally, conclusions
are drawn and the direction of our future work is discussed
in Section 5.

2 FRAME LOSSES IN A LINK-LAYER HANDOFF

Even though the link-layer handoff latency is as low as
hundreds of milliseconds, the link-layer handoff itself is still
problematic. The problem, as we will show in this section,
may degrade the performance of those fast IP-layer handoff
schemes using link-layer handoff indications. To show the
potential degradation, we establish a testbed and demon-
strate how the relatively small link-layer handoff affects the
TCP performance. The setup of our testbed is shown in
Fig. 2, where AP1 and AP2 run under the Linux operating
system and use D-link IEEE 802.11b wireless LAN cards
with Prism2 chipset. The wireless station (STA) also runs
Linux but uses a Cisco IEEE 802.11b wireless LAN card.
Two FTP servers, one local server (FTP server 1) and one
remote server (FTP server 2), are both considered in order to
study the impact of round-trip time (RTT) on the TCP
performance. FTP server 1 runs Linux with finer timer
granularity such that the TCP retransmission timeout (RTO)
is about 500 msecs (as shown in Fig. 3), while the RTO of the
FTP sessions with FTP server 2 is about 2 seconds because
of the coarse timer granularity and larger minimal RTO
value used in Unix machines [30].

2.1 Scenario I: Small Round-Trip Time

Fig. 3 plots the TCP sequence numbers of the STA’s FTP
session with FTP server 1 throughout a link-layer handoff.

The FTP session is interrupted by unplugging the cable
between AP1 and the bridge for about 3 seconds (starting at
around the 42nd second) before the STA’s handoff in order
to obtain the RTO value, which is about 500 msecs in this
setting. After the handoff takes place at 45.3 seconds, all
TCP segments destined for the STA get lost. Upon
completion of the handoff, one can observe that some new
TCP segments taking the new route (due to the link-layer
update frame) arrive at AP2. These TCP segments are
transmitted from the sender’s TCP congestion window
because the TCP sender receives some acknowledgements
right after the handoff. These acknowledgements are those
that cannot be sent by the STA before the handoff and are
sent via the new AP after the handoff. Due to the losses of
some TCP segments during the handoff, the TCP sender
times out eventually and the first lost segment is retrans-
mitted (about 500 msecs after it was transmitted for the first
time). This result shows that, even though the link-layer
handoff latency is small, a TCP retransmission timeout can
still be triggered due to link-layer frame losses, thus
degrading the throughput.

To remedy the problem shown in Fig. 3, we modify the
drivers of the APs’ LAN cards in order to support link-layer
frame buffering-and-forwarding for the STA [2], [29]. The
TCP sequence numbers under this new setting are shown in
Fig. 4. One can observe that upon completion of the
handoff, all TCP segments buffered at AP1 during the
handoff are forwarded to the STA via AP2, and no
retransmission timeout occurs. Note that forwarded seg-
ments and the TCP segments taking the new route (due to
the link-layer update frame) arrive at AP2 interleavingly
because of the small RTT in this setting. However, TCP can
handle this type of out-of-order delivery without invoking
fast retransmit since the number of out-of-order TCP
segments is always less than 3 in our experiment.

2.2 Scenario II: Large Round-Trip Time

Fig. 5 shows the TCP sequence numbers of the STA’s FTP
session with FTP server 2 during a handoff. All the TCP
segments arriving at the AP1 during the handoff simply get
lost if there is no link-layer frame buffering-and-forward-
ing. Upon completion of the handoff, some new TCP
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Fig. 2. A testbed of TCP performance during a link-layer handoff.



segments arrive at the STA via AP2 as in the previous cases.
Unlike the first case in which the RTT is small, no TCP
retransmission timeout occurs because of the larger value of
RTO and the relatively small link-layer handoff latency.
Instead, the out-of-order delivery (i.e., the new TCP
segments via the new route) will invoke TCP fast retransmit
such that the lost segments are retransmitted at 27.5 second.
This undue invocation of fast retransmit again reduces the
TCP throughput. Fig. 6 shows the TCP sequence numbers in
the case where the APs support link-layer frame buffering-
and-forwarding. Upon completion of the handoff, the TCP
segments buffered at AP1 are forwarded to AP2. Since the
RTT is large in this case, forwarded segments always arrive
earlier than those taking the new route and, therefore, no

out-of-order delivery occurs. That is, the handoff is
completely transparent to the TCP session in this scenario.

The above experiments show that, without link-layer

frame buffering-and-forwarding, either the TCP retransmis-

sion timeout or fast retransmit will be invoked during a link-

layer handoff. This invocation of TCP congestion control

unduely reduces the TCP congestion window and, conse-

quently, the throughput. However, if the frame buffering-

and-forwarding is applied, the link-layer handoff becomes

transparent to the TCP (and upper-layer applications). That

is, this link-layer frame buffering-and-forwarding helps an

already-fast link-layer handoff become an error-free (or

smooth) handoff. Unfortunately, the above link-layer frame
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Fig. 3. TCP performance—Scenario I: small RTT without link-layer frame forwarding.

Fig. 4. TCP performance—Scenario I: small RTT with link-layer frame forwarding.



buffering-and-forwarding cannot make the fast IP-layer handoff

schemes (which use the link-layer handoff indication) error-free

because the APs involved in an IP-layer handoff do not reside in the

same LAN segment as in our experiment. However, this problem

can be solved by using the (enhanced) IAPP as we describe in the

next section.

3 INTER-ACCESS POINT PROTOCOL (IAPP)

In order to better describe IAPP and the proposed

enhancement, we first introduce some basic concepts of

the IEEE 802.11 network architecture. The basic building

block of an IEEE 802.11 network is the “basic service set”

(BSS). Within a BSS, wireless stations (STAs) can commu-

nicate with each other and access the wired Internet via the

STA serving as an AP of the BSS. Instead of being

standalone, a BSS may also be a component of an extended

form of network that is built with multiple BSSs. This

extended form of network is called an “extended service

set” (ESS) and the architectural component used to

interconnect BSSs (to form an ESS) is the distribution

system (DS). The relations among these components are

illustrated in Fig. 7.

In a common DS, two STAs which cannot communicate

directly with each other via the wireless medium can still

communicate, as long as both STAs belong to the same ESS.
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Fig. 5. TCP performance —Scenario II: large RTT without link-layer frame forwarding.

Fig. 6. TCP performance—Scenario II: large RTT with link-layer frame forwarding.



That is, an ESS conceptually appears the same to a logical

link control layer as a BSS, but with a larger “coverage.” The

IEEE 802.11 standard does not require the DS to be link-

layer-based or network-layer-based as long as the DS can

distribute the data frames, using the provided information,

to the correct “output” point that corresponds to the desired

recipient. The information required by the DS can be

obtained from the association-related control frames in the

IEEE 802.11 standard.

3.1 Current IAPP

With the basic concepts introduced above, we can now

discuss IAPP. Briefly, IAPP is a set of functionalities and a

protocol used by an AP to communicate with other APs on a

common DS. It is part of a communication system compris-

ing APs, STAs, an arbitrarily connected DS, and Remote

Authentication Dial In USER Service (RADIUS) servers [28].

The RADIUS servers provide two functions: 1) mapping the

BSS Identification (BSSID) of an AP to its IP address on the

DS and 2) distribution of keys to the APs to allow the

encryption of the communications between the APs. The

functions of the IAPP are to 1) facilitate the creation and

maintenance of the ESS, 2) support the mobility of STAs, and

3) enable APs to enforce the requirement of a single

association for each STA at a given time.

Among the functions provided by the IAPP, we focus on

the IAPP’s support for STAs’ mobility. The events and frame

exchanges followed right after a STA moves away from its

current AP are illustrated in Fig. 8. First, the STA starts

searching for a new AP by switching to different channels

and seeking new beacon frames. If a new AP is located, the

STA attempts to reassociate itself with this AP by sending a

reassociation request. This request contains the STA’s MAC

address and the BSSID of the STA’s previous AP. Upon

receiving this reassociation request, the new AP replies to

the STA with a reassociation response using the MAC

address obtained in the received reassociation request. The

new AP also sends an IAPP MOVE-notify to the old AP via

the DS as required by the IAPP. The old AP then responds to

the new AP with a MOVE-response which carries the

context block for the STA’s association.

The IAPP MOVE-notify and MOVE-response are

IP packets carried in a TCP session between APs. The

IP address of the old AP must be found by mapping the

BSSID from the reassociation message to its IP address. This

mapping is done using a RADIUS exchange and any

standard RADIUS server that supports the CALL CHECK

service-type shouldwork.3 Finally, a link-layer update frame

is sent by the new AP so that any local layer-2 devices, such

as bridges, switches, and other APs, can update their

forwarding tables in order to forward frames to reach the

new location of the STA through the correct port.

3.2 The Proposed IAPP Enhancement

With the MOVE-notify and MOVE-response packets, the

IAPP can provide context transfer between APs. By using

the context information (such as security information of a

STA) carried by these packets, an AP can expedite the

reauthentication of a mobile host on reassociation, thus

reducing the link-layer handoff latency. However, there

always exists a time period during which the STA cannot

send or receive anything, and frames may get lost as shown

in Fig. 8. That is, the problems demonstrated in Section 2

can still occur even though the APs are now able to

communicate with each other via IAPP. To fix this problem,

we include the technique in Section 2, namely, the link-layer

frame buffering-and-forwarding, in the current IAPP. Un-

like the “link-local” frame buffering-and-forwarding in Section 2,

the frame buffering-and-forwarding here will enable frame-

forwarding not only between the APs in the same subnet but

also between the APs in different subnets. The proposed frame

buffering-and-forwarding is illustrated in Fig. 9.

Each buffered link-layer frame (at the old AP) will be

carried in our proposed new IAPP packet—called the IAPP

MOVE-forward—and sent to the new AP, following the

MOVE-response packet. Although a single MOVE-response

packet may carry all buffered frames, it is more feasible to

put the individual buffered frames to several Move-forward

packets because 1) the resulting packet size may be too large

if there are many buffered frames at the old AP and 2) in-

flight data frames (to the old AP) cannot be forwarded to

the new AP if they arrive at the old AP after the MOVE-

response packet is sent. The format of the proposed MOVE-

forward packet follows the general IAPP packet format and

is depicted in Fig. 10. The “Command” field in the IAPP

packet header identifies the specific function of the packet.

For the IAPP MOVE-forward packet, one can choose any

integer value between 7 and 255.4 The “Data” field contains

a subfield “MAC Address” which represents the MAC

address of the STA initiating the reassociation request. This

address can be obtained from the IAPP MOVE-notify
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Fig. 7. The IEEE 802.11 wireless network architecture.

3. It can also be done using locally configured information mapping the
BSSID of APs to their IP-address on the DS.

4. One through six are reserved for IAPP MOVE-notify, MOVE-
response, etc.



packet so the old AP can tell which frames to forward. The

address is also used by the new AP to transmit the link-

layer frame to its final recipient via the wireless link. The

new AP retrieves the forwarded link-layer frame from the

“Information” subfield of the “Context Block” in a received

MOVE-forward packet. The retrieved link-layer frame is

transmitted to the STA once the authentication or security

association between the new AP and the STA is completed.
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Fig. 8. The IAPP MOVE-notify and MOVE-response packet exchanges during a link-layer handoff.

Fig. 9. The enhanced IAPP packet exchanges during a link-layer handoff: MOVE-notify/MOVE-response packets followed by MOVE-forward

packets.



3.3 Improvements by Using the Proposed
Enhancement

The enhanced IAPP not only improves the link-layer

handoff as described in Section 2, but also the IP-layer

handoff as follows:

1. A mobile host can receive forwarded link-layer
frames (from the old AP) via the new AP even
when this new AP resides in a different IP subnet
because the IAPP is an IP-based protocol and the
forwarded frames are transmitted via TCP/IP.

2. Because of item 1, if the mobile host moves to a new
IP subnet, it can resume receiving data frames (via
the IAPP MOVE-forward packets) even before the
IP-layer handoff (e.g., the Mobile IP procedure) is
initiated. From the mobile host’s perspective, the
IP-layer handoff latency is reduced to the level of the
link-layer handoff latency as in those fast handoff
schemes using link-layer handoff indications.

3. The APs function uniformly regardless of the type of
handoffs they are involved with because the
enhanced IAPP does not require differentiation
between a link-layer and an IP-layer handoff for
the purpose of frame forwarding. As a result, the
intelligence of determining the handoff type in order
to initiate a fast IP-layer handoff is no longer needed.

4. Because of items 1, 2, and 3, a fast and smooth
IP-layer handoff is achieved “implicitly” (by the
enhanced IAPP) without modifying Mobile IP since
the mobility agents/access routers are not involved
in frame buffering-and-forwarding. That is, a fast IP-
layer handoff is achieved without coupling link-
layer operations with the Mobile IP operations. Such
independence makes the enhanced IAPP applicable
to other protocols supporting IP mobility which may
emerge in future.

5. The mobile host requires neither multiple radio
interfaces nor a priori knowledge of the new AP it
may head for, thanks to the “posthandoff” feature in
the enhanced IAPP.

6. No additional over-the-air signaling is required,
unlike other schemes, except the original reassocia-
tion frame in the IEEE 802.11 standard. Of course,
the frame buffering-and-forwarding requires re-
sources at both end APs and consumes network
bandwidth along the path between them. However,

the wired network is not the resource bottleneck and
such resource requirement should be acceptable in
order to achieve smooth handoffs.

3.4 Uniform Link and IP-layer Handoffs

We show via an example how the enhanced IAPP can
actually achieve all of the above salient features. Let us
consider the scenario shown in Fig. 1 and consider the case
when a mobile host moves from AP1 to AP2, and eventually
to AP3. As the mobile host is handed off to AP2, it sends a
reassociation request to AP2 as required by the IEEE 802.11
standard. Once it receives the reassociation request from the
mobile host, AP2 follows the procedure illustrated in Fig. 9:
It sends a reassociation response to the mobile host and an
IAPP MOVE-notify to AP1. In the meantime, AP1 buffers all
link-layer frames destined for the mobile host (signaled by
the frame retry count as we will detail later). Upon
receiving the IAPP MOVE-notify from AP2, AP1 replies
with an IAPP MOVE-response and forwards all buffered
frames to AP2. Then, AP2 sends a link-layer update frame
to the local subnet and transmits the frames received from
AP1 to the mobile host via the wireless link. Since the link-
layer update frame “refreshes” the local MAC bridge’s
forwarding table, the new link-layer frames (from the
mobile node’s corresponding node) will take the direct
route to AP2. Under this scenario, the mobile host will soon
receive the router advertisement from AR1 and realize that
no IP-layer handoff is necessary.

Next, suppose that the mobile host loses its connection to
AP2 at t ¼ t1 and tries to reassociate with AP3 as shown in
Fig. 11. The mobile host and AP3 follow exactly the same
procedures as above (since it is just a link-layer handoff so
far) and the reassociation is completed at t ¼ t2. AP2 also
reacts exactly the same as AP1 does during the first handoff.
The only difference is that now the forwarded link-layer
frames take a longer, cross-subnet path. However, this is
perfectly fine since the APs communicate with each other
using IAPP via the DS, which is an IP-based distribution
system. Until this time instant, the mobile host (more
precisely, its Mobile IP entity) has not detected the
upcoming IP-layer handoff. It is until the mobile host
misses two consecutive router advertisements from the old
AR that the Mobile IP entity starts the Mobile IP binding
update (at t ¼ t4). In the meantime, the buffered frames
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Fig. 10. IAPP MOVE-forward packet format: (a) General IAPP packet format, (b) MOVE-forward DATA field format, and (c) Information element

format.



carried in the IAPP MOVE-forward packets start to arrive at

the mobile host at t ¼ t3, along the route from AP2, via the

MAC bridges and the routers, to AP3 as shown in Fig. 1.

Since the mobile host restarts receiving the forwarded
frames at t ¼ t3 instead of at t ¼ t5 when the Mobile IP

binding update is completed, the IP-layer handoff latency is

reduced significantly and is equal to that in the postregis-

tration fast handoff schemes. Most importantly, the APs

react uniformly to both intra and intersubnet handoffs, and
Mobile IP is left intact.

4 SIMULATION AND EVALUATION

The IAPP and the proposed enhancement are implemented
in the Network Simulator-2 (ns-2) since at present there is no
off-the-shelf wireless LAN card supporting the IAPP. In
order to support handoffs in IEEE 802.11 wireless LANs, the
operations for beaconing, association, and reassociation are
also implemented in the ns-2. Without giving too much of
the implementation details, we list the essential operations
in the AP and the mobile host for supporting the enhanced
IAPP. Especially, we describe how the AP gets signaling of
frame buffering based on the existing IEEE 802.11 standard.

4.1 Operations of APs

Since an AP works differently depending on whether it is

acting as an old AP or a new AP for the mobile host, we
separate discussions of the AP’s operations accordingly.

4.1.1 Old AP

The most important tasks of an old AP are to 1) buffer
the data frames destined for the mobile host once it lost
the connection with the mobile host and 2) forward the
frames after it is informed by another AP about the
mobile’s handoff. For frame buffering, an old AP needs
some signaling or indications to initiate frame-buffering.
Although the IEEE 802.11 standard defines the disassocia-
tion procedure between an AP and a mobile host, using
disassociation frames as the signaling is not reliable
because the disassociation frame may never reach the old
AP once the mobile host loses the link-layer connection.5

In our implementation, we use the frame retry count as
the signaling for frame buffering.

In the IEEE 802.11 wireless LAN, a frame can be
retransmitted up to retry count limit (= 7) times before it is
discarded. If the old AP has retransmitted a frame seven
times, it is a strong indication that the mobile host may have
moved out of its coverage area. Of course, the frame may
happen to collide with others, but the probability that a
frame collides with others seven consecutive times is
extremely small due primarily to the exponential random
backoff in the IEEE 802.11 standard. Another possibility of
consecutive frame retransmissions is that the mobile host
suffers a poor reception due to multipath fading. We handle
this situation as follows:

1. An AP buffers any frame which is supposed to be
discarded based on the IEEE 802.11 standard (that is,
any frame with the retry count exceeding retry count
limit). The AP also starts a timer which expires
500 msecs after the first frame is buffered.

2. Whenever a frame from the mobile host is
received, the AP discards all buffered frames6

and stops the timer.
3. If the timer expires but the AP does not receive an

IAPP Move-notify packet from other APs, the AP
discards all buffered frames and stops the timer.

4. If the AP receives an IAPP Move-notify packet
regarding a mobile host whose MAC address
matches the destination MAC address of a buffered
frame, the matched frame is forwarded and the
timer is stopped. Moreover, the AP sets a forwarding
flag associated with the mobile host to TRUE so that
in-flight frames destined for the mobile host will also
be forwarded once they arrive at the old AP.

By following the above procedure, the old AP can
accurately buffer the frames for the mobile host during a
link-layer handoff. One should note that all of these
operations (in the old AP) are at the MAC layer as required
by the IEEE 802.11 standard, except the operations involved
with other APs (including MOVE-notify, MOVE-response
and MOVE-forward), which are regulated by IAPP and our
enhancement.
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5. Most existing IEEE 802.11 wireless LANs do not support disassocia-
tion between APs and mobile hosts via the wireless link.

6. For better performance, the AP can send the buffered frames to the
mobile host but this is out of the scope of a handoff.

Fig. 11. Smooth and fast IP-layer handoffs by using the enhanced IAPP: 1) IP-layer handoff latency is reduced to the level of link-layer handoff

latency and 2) packet losses during an intersubnet handoff are eliminated by the link-layer frame buffering-and-forwarding.



4.1.2 New AP

The new AP follows the procedure as we explained in the

previous section. In addition, the new AP will:

1. Set the forwarding flag associated with the mobile
host to FALSE—if such a flag had been set to TRUE
before—once the AP completes the reassociation
process of the mobile host. This way, the new AP can
stop any frame forwarding that may have been
activated for the mobile host when last time the
mobile host was handed off from this AP.

2. Check the list of associated mobile hosts for every
received MOVE-forward packet. If the MAC address
contained in the IAPP header of the MOVE-forward
packet matches any one of the mobile hosts in the
list, the new AP retrieves the link-layer frame from
the received MOVE-forward packet, and transmits it
to that MAC address via the wireless link immedi-
ately. Otherwise, the new AP discards the received
MOVE-forward packet.

4.2 Operation of a Mobile Host

The mobile host follows the normal reassociation proce-

dures defined in the IEEE 802.11 standard during a link-

layer handoff. In addition, the mobile host also follows the

following procedure:

1. The mobile host buffers any frame which is
supposed to be discarded based on the IEEE 802.11
standard (that is, the frame with the retry count
exceeding retry count limit). The mobile host also
starts a timer which expires 500 msecs after the first
frame is buffered.

2. Whenever a frame from the current AP is received,
the mobile host discards all buffered frames7 and
stops the timer.

3. If the timer expires but the mobile host does not
receive any beacon frame from other APs, the mobile
host discards all buffered frames and stops the
timer.

4. If a new beacon frame is received before the timer
expires, the mobile host stops the timer and
transmits the buffered frame via the new AP once
the reassociation with the new AP is completed.

By following this procedure, the mobile host can prevent

any uplink (from the mobile host to the AP) frame loss

during a handoff. As a result, both uplink and downlink

transmissions are error-free during both intra and inter-

subnet handoffs.

4.3 Simulation Results

The network topology used throughout the simulation is

shown in Fig. 12. All APs in the figure are the IEEE 802.11

APs. AP1 and AP2 reside in an IP subnet and are connected

by a MAC bridge, while AP3 and AP4 reside in another

IP subnet and are also connected by a MAC bridge. The

purpose of using the MAC bridges is to separate the APs in

the same IP subnet so that they are in two different

“segments.” This way, we can capture the effects of link-
layer update frame (in the IAPP protocol) on an intrasubnet
handoff process. In order to better monitor the mobile host’s
handoffs, we choose the transmission power and receiving
power threshold in a way that the mobile host loses its
connection to both APs when it is in the middle of the two
APs, which are separated by 40m.

The mobile host in the figure follows a very simple
movement pattern. The mobile host starts at AP1 and heads
toward AP2 at a fixed speed S. Once reaching AP2, the
mobile host turns right and heads toward AP3 with the
same speed. The mobile host repeats the same movement
after it arrives AP3, then AP4 and eventually AP1. After
that, the mobile host starts all over again. This way, the
mobile host will experience two intrasubnet handoffs
(between AP1 and AP2, and between AP3 and AP4) and
two intersubnet handoffs (between AP2 and AP3, and
between AP4 and AP1). For each intersubnet handoff, the
mobile host has to perform a link-layer handoff (between
the APs) and an IP-layer handoff (between the ARs).

In order to initiate a handoff, a mobile host needs to seek a
new beacon frame (for a link-layer handoff) or a router
advertisement (for an IP-layer handoff) after waiting for
some time and still receiving no beacon or advertisement
from the current AP or AR. This waiting time is usually
chosen to be multiple beacon frame intervals for a link-layer
handoff or multiple router advertisement intervals for an IP-
layer handoff. Of course, one can choose awaiting time equal
to a beacon/advertisement interval to expedite a handoff.
However, themobile host maymiss a beacon/advertisement
simply because of a transmission error or a collision.
Therefore, choosing too small a waiting time may force a
mobile host to switch to other radio channels for seeking new
beacons/advertisements which may be unnecessary in the
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7. For better performance, the mobile host can send the buffered frames
to the current AP but this is out of the scope of a handoff.

Fig. 12. Network topology in the ns-2 simulation.



first place. That is, the beacon/advertisement waiting time
creates a trade-off between the handoff latency and accuracy
of initiating a handoff process. Since the link-layer handoff
latency is relatively small (usually hundreds of millise-
conds), we choose the beacon waiting time to be twice of the
beacon interval (= 100 msecs) to prevent any “premature”
channel switching. For the router advertisement waiting
time, we consider the value of a single router advertisement
interval (= 1 second) and twice of the interval (= 2 seconds).

Finally, we use the TCP-based application as the traffic
source in our simulation. The mobile host and its corre-
spondent node establish a FTP session with an approxi-
mated end-to-end throughput of 2.4 Mbps, based on the
chosen packet size (= 1,500 bytes), average round-trip time
(� 100 msecs), and the maximal TCP congestion window
size (20). In what follows, we show how the enhanced IAPP
improves the performance in terms of handoff latency and
overall TCP throughput, and investigate the impacts of user
mobility and router-advertisement waiting time on these
improvements.

4.3.1 Reduced IP-layer Handoff Latency

Since we have already shown the effects of link-layer frame
buffering-and-forwarding on intrasubnet handoffs in Sec-
tion 3, we now focus on the intersubnet handoff in this
section. The trace of TCP sequence numbers (in the mobile
host side) under the enhanced IAPP is plotted in Fig. 13a.
Here, we only show an intersubnet handoff between AP2
and AP3 around t ¼ 12 seconds. At t ¼ 12:48 seconds, the
mobile host loses its connection with AP2 when it is
heading for AP3. However, the mobile host has not

detected the situation since it just received a beacon frame
from AP2 at t ¼ 12:4 seconds and believes it is still
connected. It is until t ¼ 12:62 seconds that the mobile host
starts seeking new beacon frames because the beacon-frame
waiting time has expired (200 milliseconds in our simula-
tion). At t ¼ 12:7 seconds, the mobile host receives a new
beacon frame from AP3 and attempts to reassociate with
AP3. After the reassociation is completed, the mobile host
starts to receive forwarded TCP segments from AP2 via
AP3 (note that it is a batch of 20 segments). It should be
noted that at this time point, the mobile host has not
discovered that it has moved to a new IP subnet yet. It is
until t ¼ 13:4 seconds that the mobile host receives a router
advertisement from AR2 (via AP3), and then starts the
binding update. Once the binding update is completed, the
TCP segments will take the new route instead of being
forwarded by AP2. In this scenario, the “effective”
intrasubnet handoff latency is equal to the link-layer
handoff latency, which is around 210 milliseconds in our
simulation.

Fig. 13b shows the same scenario as above except that we
use the original IAPP. As in the previous case, the link-layer
handoff process is completed around t ¼ 12:7 seconds.
However, without frame buffering-and-forwarding, the
mobile host receives nothing from the correspondent node
until the TCP segment #2192 times out at t ¼ 13:52 seconds
(note the exponential increase of TCP congestion window
size thereafter). Unfortunately, the TCP retransmission
timeout reduces the correspondent node’s TCP congestion
window size, hence reducing the throughput. We will
investigate this issue in the next section. In regard to the
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Fig. 13. Reduced IP-layer handoff latency as compared to the original Mobile IP-only scheme.



handoff latency, the resulting intersubnet handoff latency is
around 1 second, which is 790 milliseconds more than that
of using the enhanced IAPP. Of course, the intersubnet
handoff latency also depends on the router-advertisement
waiting time. So far, we use the minimal waiting time
(equal to the router advertisement interval). One can expect
an even longer intersubnet handoff latency (without using
the enhanced IAPP) if we allow the use of a longer router-
advertisement waiting time. We will also discuss this issue
in the following simulations.

4.3.2 User Mobility

Based on the mobility pattern described in the beginning of
this section, we choose three different speeds for the mobile
host: S ¼ 2m=s, S ¼ 5m=s, and S ¼ 10m=s. These three
different speeds represent low-mobility, medium-mobility, and
high-mobility, respectively. We set the router-advertisement
waiting time as a router-advertisement interval, which is
the minimal value one can choose. This way, the mobile
host is more “agile” in seeking new router advertisements
and initiating a handoff process.

Fig. 14 shows the number of TCP segments received by the
mobile host in an 85-second time interval (so that a mobile
host can visit all APs at a speed of 2 m/s) at different speeds.
For each speed, we use the original IAPP and the enhanced
IAPP for comparative purposes. As shown in the figure, the
mobile host receivesmore TCP segments at all three speeds if
the enhanced IAPP is used. These improvements originate
from the fact that neither the TCP fast retransmit nor
retransmission timeout is invoked, thanks to the loss-free,
much faster handoff process enabled by the enhanced IAPP.
In contrast, the TCP fast retransmit may occur during an
intrasubnet handoff and the TCP may time out during an
intersubnet handoff, if the original IAPP is used.

The improvement percentages (over the original IAPP)
are also shown in the figure indicating that the higher the
user mobility, the larger the improvement. This is because
when the mobile host moves fast, the less time it stays
within the coverage of an AP and, therefore, the larger the
percentage of time the mobile host spends on a handoff. For
example, at a speed of 10 m/s, the number of TCP segments
sent by using the enhanced IAPP is 52 percent more than
that by using the original IAPP. In fact, the simulation result
can be verified as follows: During an intersubnet handoff, a

retransmission timeout will occur if the original IAPP is
used. As a result, the lost TCP segment will be retrans-
mitted 1 second after the handoff starts (as shown in Fig. 13)
with TCP congestion window reset to 1. Then, the window
size increases exponentially until it exceeds the new
threshold (i.e., 10, given the window size is 20 before a
handoff starts) and increases linearly after that until
reaching the maximum value (i.e., 20 in our simulation).
The evolution of TCP congestion window size is shown in
Fig. 15. By computing the area under the curve of the figure,
one can calculate the total number of TCP segments sent
after an intersubnet handoff. For example, at a speed of 2 m/
s, the mobile host’s “cell” sojourn time is Tsojourn ¼ 40m

2m=s ¼ 20
secs, giving a total of ð15þ 165þ 3; 500Þ ¼ 3; 680 TCP
segments.8 The number of TCP segments sent after an
intrasubnet handoff can be calculated similarly except that
the TCP fast-retransmit, instead of TCP time-out, will occur
thanks to the link-layer update frame. At a speed of 2 m/s,
the total number of TCP segments sent after an intrasubnet
handoff is around 3,800, if the original IAPP is used.
Compared to the case when the enhanced IAPP is used, the
total number of TCP segments sent after a handoff is always
3; 960 ¼ 20 � 20�0:2

0:1 . This is because the TCP resumes right
after the link-layer handoff is completed and, therefore, no
reduction of TCP congestion window size occurs. The
“theoretical” improvement percentage can be obtained as

improvement ¼ 3; 960 � 4� ð3; 680 � 2þ 3; 800 � 2Þ
3; 680 � 2þ 3; 800 � 2 ¼ 5:88%;

where we have four handoffs—two intra and two inter-
subnet handoffs—within an 85-second time period. This
result matches the simulation result very well (6 percent in
our simulation), and one can use the same approach for the
cases of medium and high-mobility as well.

The improvement also depends on the router-advertise-
ment waiting time used by a mobile host. In the simulation,
we use the smallest value (= 1 second) given that the router-
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Fig. 14. Throughput improvement made by the enhanced IAPP under

different user mobility.

8. These three numbers represent the number of TCP segments sent
within the three phases shown in Fig. 15.

Fig. 15. The evolution of TCP congestion window during an intersubnet

handoff if using the original IAPP.



advertisement interval is 1 second as suggested in the
Mobile IP standard. One can expect that if a larger waiting
time is used, the transmission of a mobile host will stall
longer, under the original IAPP, due to the longer
interhandoff latency. In contrast, the transmission of a
mobile host is not affected by the value of router-
advertisement waiting time under the enhanced IAPP as
we will show next.

4.3.3 Router-Advertisement Waiting Time

As mentioned earlier, there exists a trade-off between the
handoff latency and accuracy of initiating a handoff
process. Although choosing a small router-advertisement
waiting time can reduce an intersubnet handoff latency,
doing so may sometimes invoke movement-detection
operations which should not take place at all, hence
incurring control overhead. For example, a mobile host
may simply miss a router advertisement due to transmis-
sion errors. To investigate the impact of this waiting time on
the handoff performance, we consider both 1-second and
2-second waiting times. A 2-second waiting time allows a
mobile host to miss one router advertisement without
trying to initiate an intersubnet handoff. In the original
Mobile IP standard, the waiting time should not exceed
3 seconds (that is, allowing a mobile host to miss two
consecutive router advertisements).

The number of TCP segments received by the mobile
host is shown in Fig. 16 for both waiting times under the
original IAPP and the enhanced IAPP. On can observe that
the mobile host receives 42 percent ð� 60�35

60 Þ less segments if
a larger waiting time under the original IAPP is used. This
is because the larger waiting time suffices to cause two
consecutive TCP retransmission timeouts during an inter-
handoff latency. As illustrated in Fig. 17, a TCP segment
times out within around 1 second after its first unsuccessful
transmission, due to an intersubnet handoff under the
original IAPP. The segement is retransmitted, and will still

get lost if a 2-second router-advertisement waiting time is
used, mainly because it takes up to 2 seconds for a mobile
host to perceive the movement and to initiate the Mobile IP
binding update. After the second transmission failures, the
TCP will double the retransmission timeout. As a result, the
second retransmission of the lost TCP segment will not start
even though the intersubnet handoff is completed before
the retransmission timer expires, which degrades the TCP
performance.

However, a TCP retransmission timeout does not occur
under the enhanced IAPP because the TCP segments will be
forwarded to the mobile host right after a link-layer handoff
is completed. Since the link-layer handoff is independent
from the Mobile IP operations (i.e., the router advertise-
ments), the TCP performance is not affected by the router-
advertisement waiting time as also shown in Fig. 16.
Compared to the TCP performance under the original
IAPP, the improvements achieved by using the proposed
enhancement are 21 percent and 105 percent for the cases of
1-second and 2-second waiting times, respectively, under
our simulation setting.

Based on the simulation results, we can conclude that
the enhanced IAPP allows the use of a larger router-
advertisement waiting without sacrificing the TCP perfor-
mance or increasing intersubnet handoff latency. In other
words, the enhanced IAPP optimizes the aforementioned
trade off between the handoff latency and accuracy of
initiating a handoff process caused by the router-adver-
tisement waiting time.

5 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a simple but effective enhance-
ment for IAPP to improve both intrasubnet and intersubnet
handoff processes. This enhancement relies on the AP’s
capability of interoperation with other APs, provided by the
IP-based IAPP, and enables intersubnet frame buffering-
and-forwarding (between APs) for the mobile host via a
distribution system (DS).

The enhanced IAPP reduces the intersubnet handoff
latency significantly without requiring any modification to
Mobile IP. Unlike other existing schemes which require a
Mobile IP entity to process link-layer handoff indications,
our enhanced IAPP decouples the Mobile IP operations
from the underlying link-layer handoff process. Such
decoupling (or independence) makes the enhanced IAPP
applicable to other IP-mobility solutions.

We conducted the ns-2-based simulation to study the
TCP performance under the enhanced IAPP. The simulation
results show that the enhanced IAPP supports high user
mobility. Unlike other schemes which require user inter-
vention, the enhanced IAPP performs a fast handoff
automatically by means of the enhanced IAPP frame
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Fig. 16. Throughput improvement made by the enhanced IAPP for

different Mobile IP router-advertisement waiting times.

Fig. 17. Consecutive TCP retransmission timeouts if using a 2-second advertisement-waiting time.



buffering-and-forwarding. The results also show that the

enhanced IAPP allows the Mobile IP to use a less aggressive

movement detection, thus reducing the associated control

overhead.
As future work, we would like to study the performance

of UDP-based applications such as audio or video stream-

ing under the proposed enhanced IAPP.
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